
Odinfist - Remade in Steel

Riffmaster
A tome of black magic is clutched in his palm
Within he holds every riff, every song
He blessed the mortals with the notes that we shred
Metal was formed from the blood that he shed
Cloaked in midnight, The Riffmaster, he rides
Blazing with fury and flame
Fall to the ground, worship his mighty sound
In reverence cry out his name

Our world will not be the same, cry out his name...

Riffmaster

He rides a steed of pure molten steel
Bestowing the gift of true metal that's real
The unworthy scream and run from his sight
As he scours the land with his power and might

So gather your riffs for the judgment he brings
If you are worthy, your praises he'll sing
You may be chosen to fight by his side
For true metal's glory, into battle ride

Fight by his side, for true metal, ride!

He is arrived, will you answer the call? If we are one, we can't fall
Stand and be counted and rise to the fight with Riffmaster, ruling the night

Hail to the Riffmaster

Metalmancer 
I am the Metalmancer, keeper of the true
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You're looking for the answer at a price you never knew 
Metal from my summoning, the weapons that you need
Fight back from suffering, for metal will succeed

There's something wrong, you don't understand why your wrists and feet are in chains
You've lived a life, only inching forth, before your master pulls the reins
Deep down inside you scream within, for independence feels insane
No longer will you eat these scraps, for there is an end to this pain

You've had the truth, within your grasp, hidden in plain sight 
The ones you love, the ones you've lost, the source of all your might
Battle waged with sacrifice, demons make the score
Killing time you never had, your inner voices roar

Metalmancer, Metalmancer, Metalmancer, Metalmancer...

Left alone way too young, a leader you've become
To the evil, you bare your fangs, for you will not succumb
Living in this ancient world, the Metalmancer sang
Now in the night, the Hooded One will hang

Remade in Steel
When you came to us, your body failed
For months we stripped it down, a heart impaled
Locked inside your mind like you were jailed 
Time had spoken lies, freedom had failed

Fear is waiting for you back there
Just like the eyes of the hunter
They can feel your weakness
You must show them your true strength now

You can't take it back, a life survived
Clear a brand new path that you decide
You have made it far, but just arrived
We will send you out, redefined

The only way to be: Remade in Steel
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Total meltdown, the forge you feel
Burning up your life, the pain is real
This is the way... Remade in Steel 

To be one with the forge, you become a smith
Time, work and power, you transcend the myth
Focus on the end, the steel is in your eyes
Your enemies defeated, be kind in their demise

A warrior discovered, at war you've always been
The metal for your armour has always been within
Go forth in your life and wield the ways of steel
Teach others of the forge, so none shall have to kneel

Allfather
The god, Odin, visited me
In a dream, told me to go
Into the north, so I went forth
With the clothes on my back, and my axe to attack
So I follow, the sun as my guide
The path that I walk into the wild
The gods I will trust, to lead my way
The answers I seek, in the mountains they lay

Clear is the path that I follow
Days on my feet, with nothing to eat
Now a gift from the gods,
A wounded fawn, screaming at dawn
Broken leg and bleeding out
I end the hurt, the return to the dirt
The land has provided 
No need to steal, I give thanks for this meal

The Norns have woven a fate
Nothing is even, balanced or weighed
Our path is guided with bait
Journeys are chosen for us to make
The gods chose to wander the land
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Everything sorted, schemed and planned
The Hooded One lends his hand
For in the end it is he in command

Never give in, scream at the sky (Allfather)
Never give up, relentlessly try (Allfather)
Path on the feet, though I may die (Allfather)
Living to see that I may only fail, Allfather knows it is he I will hail

Wolves show their faces
Out of the black, they're set to attack
On my feet, axe is drawn
The wolves descend, my life I defend
The pack leader attacks
Back to the fire, situation is dire
The fangs of the wolf sink deep
My arm he takes, as his head I break

Hail, hail, hail, to Allfather, hail

Years now I've travelled
The wars I have fought, to get to this spot
The rainbow bridge is here
My time on Midgard will be sung by the bards
To the halls of Valhalla
To fight and feast, and prepare for the beast
The end times will come 
Until then, the battle begins again

Deadline
Minutes crawl, hours fly past me with cruel abandon
The tolling of the bell, it's calling, it hunts for me
Am I dying? Or just waiting? No difference, staring through blank eyes
Please help me, just leave me, with hour hand I dig my grave

End of the line, ran out of time 
I feel the panic choking me
The fear surrounds, the pain compounds
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The seconds ticking faster now
I've lost control (Deadline), my mind implodes (Deadline)
Crashing down, insanity (Deadline)
The darkness falls (Deadline), I hear the call (Deadline)
The Deadline hanging over me

Ah ah ah 
Hanging over me

Who was he? I don't know myself anymore
I see him, he's screaming
Can't hang on forevermore

Deadline ticking closer, hanging over me

Time is taking time from me, I've wasted it all away
I've come to the end of the line, is this all there is for me?
Emptiness is all I see in every direction
The time I took was never free, I hear it toll for me now

Masquerade
Far away on All Hallows Eve, screams are heard from those who grieve
A sacrifice from all that bleed, all they ask for, all they need 

Come join the Masquerade, our fate is sealed by the pledge we make
Beware the human race, forever searching for lives to take 

The time is now for us to leave, no longer will we be naive
As we make our way through the trees, in the distance, we still hear the screams 

They've got us in their sights, the clergy starts to near
They'll end our lives tonight to send a message of fear
Keeping from the light, we need to get away
Beyond the twilight and into space 

Running to our ship, we see the masks behind
One of them trips, revealing features undefined
An alien race with intentions now clear
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To kill the human race, we need to leave here 

We take off in the night, into the stars that shine so bright
So hold on, we'll take flight, and leave this world behind...
Before the Masquerade 

The engine now ignites, we aim for the skies
We must evade the fight to avoid our demise
The masks now elevate, they're creeping right behind
Before this escalates, we need to keep aligned 

Speeding through space, they shoot lasers from their eyes
A technologic race, as the beams pass by
The future is in sight, we'll transcend beyond time
To break the speed of light, warp speed is primed 

We take off out of sight, beyond the stars that shine so bright
So hold on, we'll take flight, escape this galaxy...
Before the Masquerade 

Speeding, racing, dodging from the clergy
Speeding, racing, dodging, 'cause we keep on...

We've escaped the Masquerade, we will survive with the risks we take
Long live the human race, a life of peace is what we'll make

Long live the human race
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